
Multilayer in Carbon fiber

Patent Pending Medical Device Class IIA

The first Disc 100% Carbon Fiber for Dental Cad Cam Systems

A new technology 
developed in Micro Medica laboratories 
allows the use of carbon fiber discs for 
dental applications with CAD CAM 
machines.

Bio Carbon tablet is composed by 
over 100 layers of superimposed fiber, 
pressed and oriented in a particular way 
in order to obtain the maximum 
mechanical performance.

                                       After the great success of the Bio Carbon Bridge Carbon fiber system,
                                              Micro Medica has developed bio Carbon Tablet the first disc in the 
                                              international dental market made of 100% Carbon Fiber.

The possibility of using Carbon fiber discs with modern milling machines, makes this product perfect 
material to make dental structures of the future.

The new tablets are available in standard 98x10 format - 98x15 - 98x20.
other formats can be manufactured on request.

The new Tablet is available with the same sizes also in 100% Glass Fiber.

A combination of technology and unique 
innovative materials.

With only 1,7gr cm of specific weight this is the 
lighter material that we can find for dental prostheses.



SEM  photos taken by Nobil Bio Ricerche Asti   

SEM pictures of the Interior Carbon Tablet

SEM photos taken by Nobil Bio Researche Asti show that the inside of the new tablet is extremely compact and 
without any type of imperfection.

The Carbon fiber overlapping layers are pressed with a special machine with over 20 tons of pressure, in this 
way it is possible to compress a large amount of sheets of carbon in a decidedly space content.

Vertical section of a disc 150 magnifications

the layers of carbon fiber are in white color and texture the carbon layers in the darker colored warp (highlighted 
by red lines), the warp and weft are interwoven to form a dense network of carbon fiber, the high fiber density

allows to mill these discs without problems.

You get high performance parts with unique mechanical characteristics.
Wth this special prodiucts is possible made any type of prothesis.

Directions for optimal use

The new carbon fiber discs can be used with any type of CAD CAM machine, both with the system of Dry 
milling or with coolant.

You can also use carbide cutters like to those used for PMMA, or cutters of excellent diamond quality.
The Carbon fiber while being a material with high mechanical characteristics it’s very soft and easily milled.
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The purpose of the research conducted by the Polytechnic of Milan
on the carbon fiber of the new Micro Medica discs is to establish 
a study with finite element as loads of mastication of different intensity.

The model structure, «on all four» toronto 
used for the simulation is the actual scanning a 
case report, after scanning a virtual model was
made with prosthesis positioned at the level of
the lower jaw.  
Were taken into consideration three different forces
applied axially, symmetric and vertically into three 
different zones of the jaw, with variable loads
from 50 to 200N.

4 vertical forces from 50N cad. at the level
   of the lower front group
1 vertical force of 200N to the lower canine level
2 vertical forces from 100N cad. in the lower 
   central level
   Results: state of stress in the bone

Mechanical assessment of the effects of a Toronto Bridge 
carbon fiber structure through a studio of Finite Elements

Results: state of stress in the bone

Toronto Bridge Milled  Carbon Fiber

Results: state of stress in the bone

As it is shown by the study carried 
out by the Politecnico of Milano the 
carbon prosthesis milled from a disc 
like the one printed, drastically reduces 
the stress transmitted during mastication,
 cushioning and dissipating  consistently 
the forces generated, this feature
is extremely important for all work
performed on implants.

For your Order: 
On request available also in other
format and sizes)

Code:  
BCT100 (size 98x10)     
BCT114 (size 98x15)       
BCT120 (size 98x20)
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